
                   SIM PIG Fitting Guide

Note 1. Depending on your handset SIM card tray, you may need to trim a small part of your SIM card. Nothing to worry about or too te
Simply take a pair of Scissors and cut the angled corner of your SIM to make the corner a little larger to allow for the 
the SIM tray.

Note 2: If you are using SIM PIG in an iPhone, the tray is quite "snug" and we 
removal at a later date. Although this is not essential, it migh

• Remove your SIM card from your handset.  
is often located under the battery, but handsets do 
vary.Step 1

• Align the SIM PIG with your SIM card.  
SIM PIG is in contact with the Gold side of your SIM 
Card.Step 2

• Carefully insert the SIM PIG chip and SIM card into 
your handset. 
locked handset.

Step 3
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Depending on your handset SIM card tray, you may need to trim a small part of your SIM card. Nothing to worry about or too te
Simply take a pair of Scissors and cut the angled corner of your SIM to make the corner a little larger to allow for the smal

the tray is quite "snug" and we recommend you put a small piece of tape on the SIM to allow easier 
removal at a later date. Although this is not essential, it might help.

Remove your SIM card from your handset.  Your SIM 
is often located under the battery, but handsets do 

Align the SIM PIG with your SIM card.  Ensure the 
SIM PIG is in contact with the Gold side of your SIM 

Carefully insert the SIM PIG chip and SIM card into 
your handset. You can now use your SIM in your 
locked handset.

                 

Depending on your handset SIM card tray, you may need to trim a small part of your SIM card. Nothing to worry about or too technical! 
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